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bstract

The undergraduate process control course and how it is taught is a controversial subject that generates lively discussions among control
cademicians, control practitioners, and chemical engineering faculty who do not teach control. Curriculum trends such as the new emphasis on
iological engineering are influencing how process control is taught, and clearly there is difficulty in squeezing more content into an already

ull course. We discuss different academic and industrial viewpoints on the control course and suggest ways in which the control course can be
enovated (a more positive image than “reformed”). The roles of simulation and laboratory experiments are highlighted, and alternative ways of
eaching control in the future are described, including problem-based learning, case studies, and use of multimedia classrooms.

2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

The discipline of chemical engineering is changing, as is evi-
ent from the addition of “bio”, to department names such as
biomolecular” (e.g., Cornell, Illinois, Notre Dame, Pennsyl-
ania), “biological” (e.g., Colorado, Northwestern, Rensselaer
olytechnic Institute, Wisconsin), and “biochemical” (e.g., Rut-
ers). These name changes indicate that more chemical engi-
eering faculty are involved in research on biology-oriented
opics and the percentage of chemical engineering undergrad-
ates going to work for companies in the biotechnology and
iomedical sectors has increased (AIChE, 2002–2003).

While chemical engineering graduates have been drawn into
broad range of new industries, the traditional base in the petro-
hemical industry has been undergoing dramatic changes. The

ndustry is becoming increasingly global, and many companies
nd product lines have merged. Some chemical companies are
orphing into life science companies and spinning off their
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hemical units; others are becoming virtual companies, out-
ourcing services (including research) that have traditionally
een done in-house. Product cycles have dramatically short-
ned; time-to-market has become critical. Employees no longer
xpect life-time careers with a single company, rather graduate
ngineers can expect to have several different professional jobs
uring a career.

.1. Drivers for change in chemical engineering education

There are two modes of chemical engineering practice
oday: maintaining the existing suite of major products through
mprovement of existing processes and creating new value
hains through development and manufacture of new products.
hemical engineering education has historically focused on the
rst mode. The second mode, which requires that students be
ble to relate molecular processes to the systems scale of pro-
uction, is only recently beginning to receive attention (Cussler,

avage, Middleburg, & Kind, 2002; NAE, 2004; NRC, 2003).

In addition to the traditional chemical processing and ser-
ice (vendor) industries, graduates now work across a range
f industries including biotechnology, pharmaceutical, elec-
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ronics, advanced materials, and environmental. In response to
his changing pattern, chemical engineering education programs
ave added new requirements or electives. This response has the
otential to lead to a lack of coherence in addressing fundamen-
al concepts and problem-solving skills, which are needed by
tudents to work successfully across diverse industries during
he course of their careers.

Today chemical engineering plays a central role among engi-
eering disciplines because of its unique, historical focus on
olecular transformations. In recent years many newer indus-

ries have come to appreciate the need for process engineering
nd have realized the potential benefits of combining molecu-
ar engineering with multiscale analysis and process systems
esign. This leads naturally to an unusually broad range of
nteractions between chemical engineering and nearly all other
ngineering and science disciplines.

Curriculum reform must address the increasingly founda-
ional role of biology in addition to chemistry and physics in
raditional industries and the need to prepare students for ver-
atile, multifaceted careers. Process control, and more broadly
ystems engineering, are key elements in the renovation of the
hemical engineering curriculum.

.2. Frontiers of chemical engineering education
orkshops

Since 2003, four NSF-funded workshops have been held to
ssess the chemical engineering curriculum. Faculty from more
han 50 universities and industry representatives from 15 compa-
ies reached strong consensus that there is a case for restructur-
ng the curriculum while retaining the important attributes and
kills of chemical engineering graduates. See MIT (2006) for full
roceedings from these workshops. Key drivers for curriculum
eform are addressing the increasingly central role of biology
n the traditional industries that hire chemical engineers and the
eed to prepare students for versatile, multifaceted careers.

Workshop participants defined three organizing principles
f an undergraduate chemical engineering education under the
eneral headings of molecular transformation, multiscale anal-
sis, and the systems viewpoint. First, chemical engineers seek
o understand, manipulate, and control the molecular basis of
atter, and the molecular-level processes (physical, chemical,

nd biological) that underlie observed phenomena in nature and
echnology. Molecular transformation is a unified treatment of
henomena at this level. Second, chemical engineers are effec-
ive because they combine macroscopic engineering tools with

olecular understanding. Multiscale analysis covers the tools
ppropriate to a given length or time scale (molecular dynamics,
ontinuum equations, macroscopic averages). It also provides an
ppreciation for the ways in which phenomena occur at different
cales (e.g., ranging from kinetic mechanism to heat duty in a
acked-bed reactor), an understanding of how molecular struc-
ure affects macroscopic properties, and the connection between

ransient and steady state processes. Third, realistic chemical
ngineering problems feature multiple interacting components
nd draw important information from fields outside chemical
ngineering. The analysis of such problems depends on the
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astery of a variety of tools. Systems analysis and synthesis
onstitute the organizing principles that enable the manipula-
ion of processes to achieve the desired behavior or performance.
he chemical engineer leverages knowledge of molecular pro-
esses across multiple length and time scales to synthesize and
anipulate complex systems that encompass both processes and

roducts. Efforts are underway to revise the curriculum using
hese three organizing principles (MIT, 2006).

.3. Focus of this paper

Given this milieu of change and reassessment of the chemical
ngineering curriculum, we focus on the undergraduate process
ontrol course because process control is the subject of the CPC7
onference. First, it is important to recognize that, as indicated
bove, process control is one building block in the systems area
f chemical engineering, which includes courses such as mod-
ling, simulation, optimization, and statistics. Most chemical
ngineering departments in the U.S. typically teach two or three
f these courses, although some may be electives. So clearly
rocess control course content is impacted by content of other
ourses taught in a given department. Second, all of the authors
f this paper reside in the U.S., so the discussion below is influ-
nced by that country’s educational and research environment
such as the pressures of engineering accreditation in the U.S.).
owever, we believe many of the educational issues raised are of

nterest outside the U.S. To propose a “one-size fits all” educa-
ional approach in the process control course does not recognize
he diversity of chemical and biological engineering programs,
ence our objective here is to offer different opinions and set the
tage for future discussions.

In writing this paper, all five authors subscribe to the fol-
owing principle: we believe that B.S. chemical engineering
raduates are improperly served if upon graduation they have
o knowledge of how to operate equipment they design, how
o control processes, or understand the dynamic nature of how
process behaves. How a specific department wants to deliver

his knowledge is certainly a topic for debate. In the sections
elow we frame this debate by addressing the following ques-
ions: (1) what control concepts are most important; (2) what is
he industrial view of control education; (3) what is the possi-
le influence of biology on the control course; (4) should there
e more emphasis on batch control; (5) what topics could be
emoved or de-emphasized in the typical control course; (6) what
s the balance of simulation versus experiments in control edu-
ation; (7) what can be gained from a case study approach in
ontrol education; and finally (8) how might the future process
ontrol course change from its current emphasis?

. The case for curriculum reform involving systems

One of the major undercurrents of curriculum reform is to
etermine what role biological science and engineering will play

n the future curriculum. A corollary to this question was if
ew courses are added to the curriculum, what can be removed?
learly all departments face a variety of local constraints that

esult in relatively inflexible paths to the degree (with a hard con-
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traint on the total number of credit hours . . . a zero-sum game).
t some point it becomes necessary to carry out a major restruc-

uring of the curriculum in order to satisfy all of the goals of
he chemical engineering degree. Therefore it is valuable to step
ack and take a more holistic view of the chemical engineering
egree.

.1. Desirable attributes of graduates

Engineers are fundamentally problem solvers, seeking to
chieve some objective of design or performance in the face
f technical, social, economic, regulatory, and environmental
onstraints. The chemical engineer brings particular insight to
roblems in which the molecular nature of matter is impor-
ant. Educators cannot teach students everything that might be
ncountered; instead the aim is to equip graduates to grasp fun-
amentals and engineering tools, enabling them to specialize
r diversify as opportunity and initiative allow. Based on dis-
ussions about desirable professional attributes (MIT, 2006), a
hemical engineering education should enable graduates to:

1) Make estimates and assumptions, face open-ended prob-
lems, deal with noisy data and uncertainty, and envision
possible solutions.

2) Enhance their problem-solving skills; use computational
tools; perform economic analysis; and plan, execute, and
interpret experiments.

3) Integrate knowledge and information to aid in solution of
chemical engineering problems.

Note that there is a strong thread of systems engineering in
hese attributes. These principles are similar to those recognized
y researchers in problem-solving methodologies, e.g., Woods
1994).

.2. The systems approach in the curriculum

The systems component of the chemical engineering curricu-
um ensures that chemical engineering graduates should be able
o create and understand mathematical descriptions of physi-
al phenomena; scale variables and perform order-of-magnitude
nalysis; structure and solve complex problems; manage large
mounts of messy data, including missing data and information;
nd resolve complex and sometimes contradictory issues of pro-
ess design. Graduates should be able to handle sensitivity of
olutions to assumptions, uncertainty in data, what if questions,
nd process optimization. The systems approach is a fundamen-
al concept that is explicitly addressed only in a few chemical
ngineering courses. The concept of analyzing a collection of
omponents and processes as an overall system, rather than as
ndividual components, is critical for frontier areas of chemical
nd biological engineering, as well as for traditional areas.

The knowledge base of systems consists of methods for

ynamic and steady state simulation at multiple length and
ime scales, statistical analysis of data, sensitivity analysis, opti-

ization, parameter estimation and system identification, online
onitoring and diagnosis design and analysis of feedback sys-
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ems and design of products and processes. Emerging concepts
n molecular biochemistry and cellular biology as well as the
xpanding tools of molecular modeling require a concomitant
hange and expansion of the systems tools currently used. A
roposed set of systems topics covered during each of 4 years
f the curriculum has been presented by Edgar and Rawlings
2004).

.3. Differing views of the process control course

Not all faculty share the view that the systems approach such
s taught in the process control course is a critical component in
hemical engineering education. At the first Frontiers Workshop
n January 2003, participants were asked to identify non-critical
arts of the curriculum. Different groups reported a long and
aried list of proposed changes to the curriculum, but notably
few groups reported that the subject of process control was

igh on the “hit list” to be removed from the curriculum. While
rocess control was not the only option for elimination, it was
isconcerting to see it in such an egregious position. Apparently
he value of process control to academic chemical engineers
s not as high as many in the control community believe it
hould be.

This was not the first salvo fired at the value of process control
n the curriculum. In a look at the future of chemical engineer-
ng education, Cussler et al. (2002) declared that a number of
elds like thermodynamics, reaction engineering, transport, and
ontrol can be relegated to the scrap heap of “mature technolo-
ies” that will not have much future impact in the discovery
f new technology. They proposed dropping courses on con-
rol and optimization but added several disclaimers: “First, we
ccept without question the importance of process optimization
o commodity chemicals. Secondly, we recognize that process
ontrol has a key role in ensuring the success of those other
ornerstones of competitive advantage in specialty product man-
facture; safety, consistency and quality. Our third hesitation
tems from our unwillingness to sacrifice any of our technical
ore to less-quantitative business ideas. Still, we recognize that
large part of our future is going to be in areas where different

kills are needed”. This article has sparked spirited discussions
n many departments considering curriculum change.

So why does the process control course cause fear and
oathing among non-control faculty? Like design, it is usually
aught by a small subset of faculty, as opposed to thermo, trans-
ort, etc. With the emphasis today on “bio, nano, enviro, and
nfo” at funding agencies such as NSF, NIH, and DOD, it is not
lear where process control researchers (and thus instructors) fit
nto this agenda. Hiring faculty at research-oriented departments
as certainly moved in the same direction as the available fund-
ng (which includes the disproportionate effect of the Whitaker
oundation in the bio area). Faculty in these areas are oriented

owards discovery-type research, far from the details of making
ommercial quantities of products. Some of these faculties are

ow being asked to teach undergraduate process control, which
an represent a major shift from their normal teaching assign-
ents. In fact, we estimate that less than 40% of undergraduate

ontrol courses in the U.S. are taught by someone for whom pro-
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ess modeling and control is a primary research focus. However,
ngineers from industry view the reduced emphasis on process
ontrol due to the fact the “no one wants to teach it” as a weak
rgument.

Another strike against academic process control as a rele-
ant part of the curriculum was the article published by long
ime practitioner Shinskey (2002) (retired from Foxboro). He
tated there has been little or no progress in 35 years in clos-
ng the industrial–academic gap in process control, causing B.S.
raduates to be unprepared for industrial assignments. This is
eminiscent of statements heard at technical meetings 30 years
go that “control research is dead or at best irrelevant”. Obvi-
usly it rose from the ashes in the late 1970s and has been alive
nd well for the past 25 years. It is interesting that Shinskey and
ussler express opposing views. Shinskey argues that nothing

mportant has been accomplished, whereas Cussler states that
o much has been accomplished there are no major improve-
ents expected in the future. To use an analogy articulated

y Tom Badgwell, “Shinskey says we have been driving in
he wrong direction (but we can turn the car around), while
ussler says the car is out of gas and drivers are no longer
eeded”.

Fortunately it was concluded in subsequent Frontiers work-
hops that a systems viewpoint is very important for chemical
ngineers and separates them from chemists, biologists, and
ther engineers. Unsteady state behavior, mathematical mod-
ls, and feedback control are important concepts in living sys-
ems, because any organism at steady state is dead. Industrial
hemical engineers at the Frontiers Workshops seem to have
ittle doubt that process control is important to keeping mod-
rn chemical plants operating. A high percentage of current
ob advertisements for experienced chemical engineers involve
kills in computer control and operations. So that seems to bode
no pun intended) well for keeping process control in the cur-
iculum. While it is true that a little bit of process control could
e inserted in five or six chemical engineering core courses in
he name of a pervasive systems approach, that approach may
ot be effective and could be easily diminished in any course
y individual faculty option due to “lack of time”. Because

rocess control is one of the few “integration” courses in the
urriculum, keeping it as a separate course appears desirable,
s well as strengthening the systems content in other core
ourses.

p
c
c
p

able 1
nowledge, abilities and skills for the process dynamics and control course

pon successful completion of the course, students should be able to
1. Develop mathematical and transfer function models for dynamic processes
2. Analyze process stability and dynamic responses
3. Empirically determine process dynamics for step response data
4. Understand different types of feedback controllers
5. Analyze and tune PID controllers to desired performance
6. Read process and instrumentation diagrams and translate to block diagrams
7. Perform frequency domain analysis of linear dynamic processes
8. Design feedforward control, cascade control and time-delay compensation
9. Analyze multivariable process interactions
10. Define a process control problem, based on a flowsheet, in terms of objectives,
l Engineering 30 (2006) 1749–1762

. Content of the process control course

New criteria for chemical, biochemical, biomolecular and
imilarly named engineering programs have been proposed in
005 and are under review by the AIChE Education and Accredi-
ation Committee, Chemical Engineering department chairs, and
BET (Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology).
he proposed criteria state that graduates must have:

thorough grounding in the basic sciences including chemistry,
physics and biology, appropriate to the objectives of the pro-
gram, and
sufficient knowledge in the application of these basic sciences
to enable graduates to design, analyze, and control complex
physical, chemical and biological processes, as appropriate to
the objectives of the program.

While the central role of process control is stated in the second
ullet, it does not ensure or require that a complete course on
rocess control be taught (this can be influenced by program
bjectives stated for a given department).

.1. Elements of a traditional control course

Topics covered in a typical 15 week undergraduate pro-
ess control course include dynamic behavior (with 1 week on
aplace transforms and analytical solutions to ODEs), physi-
al and empirical modeling, computer simulation, measurement
nd control hardware technology, basic feedback and feedfor-
ard control concepts, and advanced control strategies. Many of

hese topics can be presented in a way that reflects applications
n biochemical or materials engineering although the course is
ertainly traditional in its coverage. Table 1 states the knowl-
dge, abilities, and skills (KAS) a student should gain from a
ypical process control course. Because engineering accredita-
ion now encourages outcomes for each course to be formulated,
very process control course taught in the U.S. has a KAS list
hat is provided to the students taking the courses.

As part of an NSF-funded “Department Level Reform”

roject, Table 2 shows the results of a ranking of process control
oncepts by faculty at various U.S. universities who teach pro-
ess control. The “Pillars of Chemical Engineering” research
roject (McCarthy & Parker, 2004) has studied core subjects

manipulated variables, controlled variables, and constraints
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Table 2
Ranking of process control concepts (University of Pittsburgh NSF Grant, McCarthy & Parker, 2004)

Concept Understanding
(1–10)

Importance
(1–10)

Qualitative aspects, e.g., cause and effect relationships 5.0 8.0
Time domain concepts 5.0 6.5
Dynamic behavior-simple models, e.g., CSTR, dead time, plug flow; creating transfer functions from unit operations 6.0 8.0
Origin and magnitude of system perturbations 4.0 7.0
Linear state-space models and formulation, and applied linear algebra 4.5 7.0
Using experimental data in process analysis and design 5.0 8.0
Dynamic behavior—open and closed-loop responses 7.0 8.0
Feedback, control-analysis, purpose 6.5 8.0
Design methods for single input/output systems 6.0 7.0
Difference between performance and design problems; process/controller design vs. process/controller synthesis 5.0 7.0
Frequency response of a linear system, Laplace techniques 5.0 6.0
Stability analysis (bode diagram, root locus) 6.0 7.0
How relative gain array can predict multivariable/multi-loop control difficulties for optimization 5.0 6.0
E
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ffects of process dynamics and control on process design decisions
ore advanced control synthesis methods (e.g., MPC) for complex multivariab

n chemical engineering, and Table 2 shows 15 key concepts
dentified by a poll of selected instructors from the U.S. that are
pecifically related to the process control course, out of 30 total
n the systems area (design, control, optimization, etc.).

The relative rankings in Table 2 are perhaps not surprising
ecause they represent how faculty have taught the course in
he past. The second column indicates the level of confidence
rated from 1 to 10, with 10 the highest) that the students under-
tand the concept by the end of the course, and the third column
stimates the importance of learning the concept for practicing
ngineers. Both of these scores are based on the opinions of
hose instructors surveyed.

Relevant to this assessment are comments from engineers at
astman Chemical about the importance of certain topics taught

n process control. While the need for a B.S. graduate to under-
tand Laplace transforms, frequency domain analysis, or relative
ain arrays may not appear to be widely applicable, the knowl-
dge of how to control processes using measurement feedback
s applicable to most every job a young graduate may encounter
nd should be considered a basic building block of their edu-
ation. The new engineer should also understand that process
ontrol is a natural extension of material and energy balances,
hat is, dynamic loops are used to keep the material and energy
alances in balance. Nearly all graduates going into manufac-
uring jobs should be exposed to the need to know more about
he basics of process control. The practical aspects of process
ontrol such as understanding control objectives, how a control
trategy fulfills these objectives, how to tune control loops, and
nderstanding dynamic interactions among process variables are
ften currently learned on the job. The disturbing fact is that
any recent graduates feel shortchanged when they learn how

ritical process control is to their job effectiveness and how little
hey understand about it from their undergraduate education.

To further illuminate the skills and concepts that industrial

mployers find important in a chemical engineering gradu-
te, one of the authors (K. Muske) conducted a survey of 34
ndustrial practitioners working in the systems and control area
ho represent the biotechnology, pharmaceutical, petroleum

w
i
t
a

5.0 8.0
tems 3.5 5.0

nd petrochemical, chemical, consumer product, and process
ontrol consulting business areas. Each of these individuals was
sked to rank a list of 10 skills and concepts in order of impor-
ance, with 10 being the most important and 1 being the least
mportant. Thus each survey respondent had to make a deci-
ion on the relative importance of each skill. The results of this
urvey are presented below, with the average ranking shown in
arentheses:

(1) optimization of a process or operation (8.6);
(2) statistical analysis of data and design of experiments (7.2);
(3) physical dynamic process models (7.0);
(4) statistical/empirical dynamic process models (6.9);
(5) multivariable interactions and multivariable system analy-

sis (6.6);
(6) statistical process control and process monitoring (5.3);
(7) design and tuning of PID loops (5.1);
(8) nonlinear dynamics and analysis of nonlinear systems

(3.9);
(9) frequency domain analysis (2.4);
10) expert systems and artificial intelligence (1.9).

First it is noteworthy that five of the top six skills are not
ecessarily taught in many process control courses, which per-
aps reinforces the need for students to have a systems education
ather than just a control education. Dynamic process modeling
kills are clearly important to these industrial practitioners. The
verage ranking for physical modeling is 7.0 and the average
or empirical modeling is 6.9. These results suggest that process
dentification may be a skill that should be emphasized in the
rocess control course along with physical dynamic modeling.
ID loop tuning and design gave a bimodal distribution, caus-

ng a lower than expected ranking. Respondents from the more
ature industries and consultants ranked this skill very highly,

hile respondents from the biotechnology and pharmaceutical

ndustries ranked it rather low. Process optimization received
he highest average rank of 8.6. This skill is clearly valued in

cross-section of industries, however, it is not typically cov-
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Table 3
Proposed structure for a biologically oriented dynamics and control course (Parker et al., 2004) (number of lectures in parentheses)

Topics

Dynamic modeling (4)
Principles of fundamental modeling; chemical and biological process examples; introduction to empirical modeling

Linear and nonlinear systems analysis (7)
Matrix algebra and linear state-space systems; linear systems theory; introduction to nonlinear systems theory; dynamic simulation; chemical and biological
process examples; introduction to the Laplace transform

Feedback systems (7)
Basis principles of feedback; physiological control systems; homeostasis as a setpoint-free feedback system; feedback in biochemical reaction networks;
closed-loop response analysis; servo vs. load behavior; feedback control of chemical process systems; closed-loop drug delivery

Feedback control synthesis (8)
Basic principles of model-based controller design; PID controller design & tuning; advanced single-variable control techniques; multivariable control techniques;
model predictive control; chemical and biological process examples

Advanced topics (4)
iment
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Large-scale systems and plant-wide control; parameter estimation and exper

red in process control courses. More integration of this topic
nto the curriculum appears to be warranted. There is a clear
reference for coverage of multivariable systems as opposed to
onlinear analysis. While multivariable analysis and loop pair-
ng are presented in most texts, it is unclear how many instructors
ctually have time to cover this topic in a one semester course.
requency response received the second lowest average rank-

ng at 2.4, so it is not perceived as directly relevant to industrial
ractice. The high rankings for statistical analysis of data and
tatistical process control and monitoring appear to indicate that
ome integration and reinforcement of statistical analysis in the
rocess control course would be appropriate. However, the sta-
istical process control and monitoring rankings were bimodal
ith respondents from the more mature industries ranking this

kill lower than respondents from the biotechnology and phar-
aceutical industries. Finally expert systems received the lowest

verage ranking.

.2. Incorporation of biological content in process control
ourses

The dynamics and control course could include examples of
iological systems along with chemical process applications.
ue to their inherent complexity, biological systems offer a

ich set of dynamic problems that chemical engineers can ana-
yze or simulate. A recent paper by Parker, Doyle, and Henson
2004, 2006) reviews three departments where process control
nd related courses have adopted a strong emphasis on biological
ystems: UC Santa Barbara (Frank Doyle), University of Mas-
achusetts (Mike Henson), and University of Pittsburgh (Bob
arker). A general composite structure for a semester-long sys-

em dynamics and control course is illustrated by the syllabus in
able 3. Bold entries represent new topics specific to biological
ystems. Italicized entries are theoretical topics often considered
ptional in a traditional control course but which are viewed as
mportant for a biologically oriented course. Because biological

ystems are often high order, multivariable, and highly nonlin-
ar, which may preclude Laplace transform-based analysis, the
ntroduction of state-space models and associated analysis tools
s essential. Because students often retain little of the mathe-

a
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t

al design; state estimation; introduction to systems biology

atics presumably learned in their lower level courses, a few
ectures on matrix algebra and linear state-space systems are
equired to review core material and to ensure that students with
eficient backgrounds understand the basic concepts. Feedback
s a concept easily introduced in the context of biological system
xamples.

The process control course at the University of Massachusetts
http://www.ecs.umass.edu/che/che446) previously focused on
aplace transform analysis and chemical process applications.

n 2003 biological systems were chosen as an appropriate vehi-
le for changing the course content. The first few weeks cover
undamental modeling because undergraduate students typically
ave little experience formulating dynamic balance equations. A
ase study approach with traditional chemical process examples
nd biochemical system examples (e.g., yeast metabolism) is
tilized. A continuous yeast fermentor model is introduced and
evisited in lectures and homeworks throughout the semester.
oth time domain and Laplace domain analysis techniques

eceive extensive coverage. An introduction to matrix algebra
s necessary because this material is not covered in the required

athematics courses. Using linear state-space models, closed-
oop stability is analyzed in both the time and Laplace domains.

hile most of the material on single-loop controller synthesis is
raditional, introduction to time domain controller design tech-
iques is provided in parallel with the Laplace domain methods.
he analysis and design of multivariable control systems are
overed in the final few weeks. Here the main emphasis is lin-
ar model predictive control because many students entering the
efining, petrochemical, and chemical industries will encounter
his technology. The continuous yeast fermentor model is used to
llustrate the controller design techniques introduced throughout
he course.

Traditional control topics that receive reduced coverage com-
ared to the previous University of Massachusetts course include
ransfer function models, Laplace domain analysis and design
echniques, advanced single-loop control, frequency domain

nalysis, and controller design techniques. While these topics
re admittedly valuable, a broader view of dynamic systems and
eedback control was deemed to be more important given current
rends in the chemical engineering profession.

http://www.ecs.umass.edu/che/che446
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The biology component in the dynamics and control course
ChE 1034) at the University of Pittsburgh emphasizes the anal-
sis and control of biomedical systems at the whole-organism
evel. Half of the course is devoted to modeling, ranging from
undamental to empirical approaches in both continuous and
ampled-data (discrete) domains. The students are taught how
harmacokinetics (the time profile of a drug) is distinguished
rom pharmacodynamics (the disease dynamics, effect of the
rug on the disease, and toxicity), in much the same way valve
ynamics and process output response are captured by separate
locks in a block diagram. One modeling problem covered is
he insulin-dependent diabetic patient (Parker, Ward, Peppas, &
oyle, 2000). The remainder of the course focuses on the model-
ased synthesis and analysis of classical and advanced control
ystems.

At UCSB, a new course was offered in the Spring, 2004 quar-
er, entitled “Engineering Approaches to Systems Biology”. The
ourse is taught at a dual-level (seniors and new graduate stu-
ents) (Parker et al., 2004). The balance of topics in the course
s approximately one third on basic cellular regulation, one third
n applications of systems engineering tools to biological prob-
ems, and one third on detailed case studies to illustrate current

ethodologies and future challenges. Advances in molecular
iology over the past decade have made it possible to exam-
ne the causal relationships between microbiological processes
nitiated by individual molecules within a cell, and their macro-
copic phenotypic effects on cells and organisms (Kitano, 2002).
his perspective provides increasingly detailed insights into the
nderlying networks, circuits, and pathways responsible for the
asic functionality and robustness of biological systems. Model
evelopment involves translating identified biological processes
nto coupled dynamical equations that are amenable to numerical
imulation and analysis. These equations describe the interac-
ions between various constituents and the environment, and
nvolve multiple feedback loops, responsible for system regula-
ion, and noise attenuation and amplification. Stephanopoulos,
olis, and Stephanopoulos (2005) have recently proposed a pro-
ess systems engineering framework for nanoscale processes
ith a strong emphasis on biological systems. Evidence of

he rapid growth of this area is the first chemical engineering
esearch conference on systems biology, which was held in 2005
http://www.fosbe.org) and had over 160 participants.

.3. Development of non-traditional examples

Given the recent emphasis on biology in the curriculum, it
s pertinent to review available textbooks in different core sub-
ects which at least acknowledge this area of application. Three
rocess control textbooks contain a number of examples and
xercises illustrating applications of process control to biologi-
al engineering:

1) Ogunnaike and Ray (1994): drug delivery, blood pressure

control, bioreactors.

2) Bequette (2003): biochemical reactor, pharmacokinetic
models, drug delivery, blood glucose control, blood pres-
sure control.

s
n
p
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3) Seborg, Edgar, and Mellichamp (2004): fed-batch bioreac-
tor, drug delivery.

Of course changing and updating textbook material has rather
ong time constants, usually greater than 2 years, but new sup-
lemental curriculum materials can be developed more quickly
o augment existing textbooks.

Faculty in process dynamics and control can contribute to the
evelopment of instructional materials in new areas such as bio
nd nano in a variety of ways. The construction of case studies for
ifferent applications would ease the burden on non-experts to
ncorporate novel examples into the curriculum. Software tools
uch as the Process Control Modules (Doyle, Parker, & Gatzke,
000), Java-based Control Modules (Yang & Lee, 2002), and
ontrol Station (http://www.controlstation.com) are well-suited

or introducing traditional concepts and applications. However,
ew software tools are needed to increase the exposure of chem-
cal engineering undergraduates to biological complexity and
o allow the application of the theoretical concepts introduced
n the course to representative biological systems. Ongoing
fforts, such as those organized by the CACHE Biosystems
ask Force, are focused on the development and refinement
f biologically relevant systems courses. This group is cur-
ently working on course revisions as well as software module
esign as a means to integrate biological content throughout the
hemical engineering curriculum. More details are available at
ttp://www.cache.org.

.4. Batch versus continuous processing emphasis

Batch processing is widely used to manufacture specialty
hemicals, metals, electronic materials, ceramics, polymers,
ood and agricultural materials, biochemicals and pharmaceuti-
als, multiphase materials/blends, coatings, and composites—an
xtremely broad range of processes and products. Batch pro-
ess control is a topic that requires a different approach from
ontinuous processing and is probably under-emphasized in the
ndergraduate curriculum as well as the process control course.

few departments such as University of Washington (Larry
icker) cover batch processing in a second elective control
ourse.

In order to provide an introduction to batch process oper-
tions, control content can intersect with process design/
perations, process control, process safety, and reaction engi-
eering. Batch operational practices and control system design
iffer markedly from continuous plants. Batch control systems
perate at various levels:

batch sequencing and logic control;
control during the batch;
run-to-run control;
batch production management scheduling.
A batch processing theme in the control course would empha-
ize different topics than normally covered. Discrete logic is
eeded for the control steps and for safety interlocks to protect
ersonnel, equipment, and the environment from unsafe condi-

http://www.fosbe.org/
http://www.controlstation.com/
http://www.cache.org/
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ions. Control during the batch requires treatment of nonlinear
undamental models because there is no steady state that can
e used for linearization. Run-to-run (or batch-to-batch) control
an be employed when recipe modifications are made from one
un to the next, which is common in specialty chemicals and
emiconductor manufacture. Typical examples are modifying
he reaction time, feed stoichiometry, or reactor temperature.
uch modifications are done at the beginning of a run (rather

han during a run). Finally batch scheduling brings in principles
f optimization with both continuous and integer variables.

.5. Reducing the emphasis on Laplace transforms,
requency response, and controller tuning

In light of current curriculum trends that are adding new top-
cs to process control and other courses, coverage of topics such
s Laplace transforms, analytical solutions to linear differen-
ial equations, linear algebra, frequency response, and multiple

ethods to tune a PID controller probably needs to change.
omputer simulation should take a more prominent position
ompared to theoretical analysis. The availability of computer-
ased tools such as Simulink in MATLAB or Control Sta-
ion permits new pedagogical approaches for teaching process
ontrol.

The teaching of Laplace transforms has historically been
iewed as a major part of the process control course, because
he concept of the transfer function is very important. Prior to
990, the dependence on Laplace transforms arose out of neces-
ity because easy-to-use computational and graphic tools were
ot available. Rigorous analysis was necessary to obtain tran-
ient responses. While there is a need to understand analytical
esponses for simple dynamic systems, Laplace transform anal-
sis is of marginal utility for analytically deriving closed-loop
ehavior of complex systems, especially when time delays exist
n the process. One analog in separations is the use of McCabe-
hiele diagrams to gain understanding of staged distillation;
owever, to solve realistic problems, it is preferable to carry
ut tray-to-tray calculations using readily available software.
educing the current course effort on linear systems analysis will

ely on using interactive software such as MATLAB Simulink.
It will still be necessary to teach students s-transforms in

rder to use MATLAB Simulink for simulation of closed-loop
iagrams. Students find the drag and drop approach for con-
tructing feedback control systems a welcome alternative to
riting m-files to perform closed-loop simulation. Some fac-
lty feel that frequency domain material is difficult for most
tudents to understand and apply. Therefore in spite of the clar-
ty afforded by frequency response in performing analysis such
s controller robustness, some reduced emphasis on this aspect
eems to be warranted.

At CPC5 Ramaker, Lau, and Hernandez (1997) provided the
ndustrial view that students should be provided with tools so
hey can develop in their mind a model of how a process should

ehave, both in the steady state sense and in the dynamic sense.
he chemical engineering undergraduate curriculum empha-
izes time domain ideas: flow rates, residence times, rate con-
tants, etc. This is contrasted with electrical engineering where

i
r
s
t
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frequency response of a circuit displayed on an oscilloscope is
art of their bread and butter. Thus it would make sense that the
lectrical engineer be taught control concepts in the frequency
omain, while chemical engineers be taught the same concepts
n the time domain. Ramaker et al. suggested that frequency
omain analysis and design should be taught at a graduate level,
ieing the undergraduate curriculum closely to the time domain.

similar view was echoed by Eastman Chemical control engi-
eers in their review of this paper.

Complex dynamic systems (such as bio) are most effectively
ddressed in the time domain. Nonlinear analysis techniques can
e introduced explicitly in the time domain, thereby exposing
tudents to theoretical concepts and analysis tools with wider
pplicability than Laplace domain methods. Moreover, the for-
ulation of large-scale system models (in terms of state and/or

nput–output dimensions) is more readily performed in the time
omain via conservation equations and state-space models (e.g.,
enson, 2003; Sorensen, 1985). Connections with the corre-

ponding Laplace domain concepts can be introduced as neces-
ary (e.g., stability via eigenvalues versus poles in the s-domain).

On the other hand, state-space analysis of systems with time
elays and/or zero dynamics in the time domain poses some
hallenges. Numerical simulation of these systems is straightfor-
ard, but analysis in the time domain is more cumbersome. Ana-

ytical treatment of zeros in the time domain is more involved
han the corresponding Laplace domain methods for SISO linear
ystems. Linear state-space models treat delays in a discrete-
ime framework by performing state augmentation and using
hift matrices, although this approach can lead to potentially
arge state dimensions. Multiple delays in a closed-loop block
iagram produce more complicated state-space models that are
roblematic to develop and analyze. In these cases Simulink and
ransfer functions may provide an easier approach.

A related issue in the undergraduate course is the time spent
n the design of PID controllers. It is clear from a review of cur-
ent process control texts that there are many ways to tune a PID
ontroller. Methods based on stability considerations alone are
enerally not satisfactory; available performance-based meth-
ds are both stable and predictable with respect to the design
riteria. For simple systems, most tuning methods give approx-
mately the same results. Therefore the instructor, rather than
iving in to a veritable “fiddler’s paradise,” should be selective
n the methods presented. The effect of model errors should also
e addressed. While the tuning of a PID controller is straightfor-
ard for a nominal model, variations in model parameters should
e taken into account because it is the normal situation. Trial
nd error tuning using software such as Simulink is one practi-
al way to evaluate controller robustness. If biosystems inside
he body are the main emphasis in a process control course, PID
ontrollers should probably receive limited coverage, although
any biomedical devices utilize PID controllers.
What about the model-based controller design approach that

s presented in the leading control textbooks? Eastman Chem-

cal control engineers report that they almost always receive
equests to improve loop tuning on-line rather than using the
tep test method, because of time efficiency. Certainly for impor-
ant loops the step test method can be applied and works fine.
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owever, when loops are performing poorly, being able to look
t the trends, and current tuning, and say, “increase the gain”,
stretch out the reset”, or “this isn’t a tuning problem, it’s a valve
roblem,” is very important. The industrial author of this paper
tates, “Recent graduates have zero ability to do such analy-
is. The most requested training from new employees is process
ontrol because they didn’t learn any of this in school. Not to
ay that everyone should be a loop tuner upon graduation, but at
east graduates should understand that processes need to be con-
rolled and this skill might be important down the road. When
ntroducing PID tuning, focus on the basic equation and the
mpact of what the gain and integral terms are doing. Some-
imes there may be too much focus on the tuning rules and not
nough on the perspective of what each part of the equation is
oing”.

With hundreds or thousands of loops, the principal goal is to
ave tuning and control that works reasonably well all the time,
n contrast to controllers that work at optimum performance
ome of the time and need attention some of the time. Many
imes loops are tuned for peak performance at a given operat-
ng condition, only to be returned to more sluggish (but robust)
ettings at a later time when process conditions have changed.

. Use of simulation and laboratory exercises to
einforce learning of process control concepts

.1. The simulation experience

Practicing engineers in industry now find that the use of com-
uter simulation tools is widespread. The engineer who knows
ow to effectively use modeling software has a significant advan-
age. The skills needed are not the details of syntax and software
ackage familiarity and not even a particular adeptness in numer-
cal methods. Instead, insight on how to use process design
pecifications, how to handle trace components that build up
o significant amounts within a plant, dealing with captive com-
onents, and building models to match process operating data
re all stumbling blocks that cause ineffective modeling in indus-
ry. In addition, dynamic modeling can be used very effectively
n conjunction with steady state modeling, however, graduates
ave little experience writing unsteady state balances and under-
tanding how such balances can be used.

Faculty from the systems area believe the entire chemical
ngineering curriculum can be revised to make it more model-
ased. Students should connect the basic idea of dynamic simu-
ation to the solution of differential equations soon after obtain-
ng the appropriate mathematics background instead of the 1 or
year hiatus that normally occurs. Beginning with the material

nd energy balance course, as students progress through various
ourses, the appropriate models would be developed as peda-
ogical tools, and state variable models should permeate the
urriculum. For instance, in thermodynamics, instead of learn-
ng about flash calculations in the abstract, the students could

evelop a dynamic model of a flash drum. In unit operations,
ynamic models of heat exchangers and distillation columns
ould be presented, although students should learn how models
re developed, including the assumptions involved. Then, when

m
a
b
t
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hey get to the process control course, students would already
ave the basic background in process modeling. In teaching
rocess control, the low level of modeling ability is a major
imitation, so emphasizing it throughout the curriculum might
elp.

The design experience should focus more on operations than
n design of equipment. Operations could cover topics such
s simulation, operability, flexibility, and safety that may not
e normally covered in the traditional design course. Indus-
rial feedback to the authors of this paper stated that design of
rocess equipment is not widespread in most operating compa-
ies. As fewer plants are being built and as design procedures
re becoming more standardized, there is less design of heat
xchangers, columns, etc. There is more attention paid to process
esign from a plantwide viewpoint and to debottleneck facili-
ies and analyze each process from a plant perspective. Thus the
esign of the individual pieces of equipment is becoming more
cookbook”, requiring expert advice on only a subset of designs.
asic exchanger design/sizing and basic column design in the
ass transfer and stagewise classes provide good case studies

o drive home the applicability of theory. However, as courses
elve deeper into the special design cases, valuable time is lost.

If dynamic modeling is covered earlier in the chemical engi-
eering curriculum, the control course could focus on the utiliza-
ion of dynamic models for control purposes rather than setting
hem up from first principles, which can be best accomplished
n other core chemical engineering courses. That allows the
nstructor to focus on relevant control issues like the extent of
equired modeling sophistication, e.g., nonlinear versus linear
pproximations, effects of parameter uncertainties, neglecting
econdary physical phenomena, trade-offs between model accu-
acy and control performance and stability. Dynamic models can
e used in the control course to improve understanding of a given
rocess, give students experience in running complex units and
ealing with emergency situations, and optimize process oper-
ting conditions. Dynamic models would be an integral part of
ase studies on process control (see Section 4.4).

.2. Laboratory courses and process control

From the earliest days of engineering education, instructional
aboratories have been an essential part of undergraduate pro-
rams. The specific goals of various laboratories in chemical
ngineering depend on the level (third or fourth year), the fac-
lty teaching the laboratory, and the financial resources devoted
o the laboratory facility. Sometimes laboratory experiments
re focused on particular configurations that can illuminate the
rinciples of fluid flow, heat transfer, or mass transfer, or to
ive students experience with a pilot-scale unit operation. In
he area of process control, the laboratory can be used to illus-
rate dynamic responses, to deal with sensor dynamics, or to
llow students to perform controller tuning with an actual con-
rol system connected to a process, thus reinforcing the lecture
aterial on sensors, final control elements, signal transmission,
nd controllers. Most faculties come from experimental research
ackgrounds, so there is a clear identification with the impor-
ance of experimental experiences (although the unit operations
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Table 4
Typical laboratory experiments in process control

Dynamic testing of various control components
Valve characteristics
Heat exchanger dynamics and control
Level control of tanks in series
Thermal response of fixed bed
Thermocouple calibration and dynamic response
Control of tank pressure
pH control
Cascade control of a heated bar
Distillation column control
Impulse testing of a mixing tank
F
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eedback controller modes and tuning
our tank system (dynamics and control)

aboratory is usually not a preferred course for tenured and
enure-track faculty to teach).

Process control laboratory experiments demonstrate to stu-
ents that processes will not behave as expected unless they are
ontrolled. Being able to cause material to flow, heat up, react,
ool, decant, etc. provides a strong sense of what it takes to actu-
lly make a process work. It also clearly points out the dimension
f time, which is almost non-existent in other chemical engineer-
ng courses that assume steady state operation. We believe that
nderstanding the non-steady state element is so important that
student should not obtain a degree without such exposure.

A number of universities have historically maintained a ded-
cated laboratory course as part of the process control sequence,
ut the number of independent lab courses is shrinking, due to
he heavy resource requirements of lab courses and the pres-
ure to reduce the number of hours in the chemical engineering
urriculum. While some departments run both a junior measure-
ents lab and a senior unit operations lab, many departments

ow operate only a single lab in the senior year, which may or
ay not incorporate control-related experiments. Table 4 shows
representative list of experiments where principles of process

ontrol have been demonstrated in various department labs over
he years (e.g., Ang & Braatz, 2004; Skliar, Price, & Tyler, 1998).

Laboratory courses are evolving, and new directions are
eing examined at specific universities, combining elements of
imulation and also distance learning. In the chemical process
ndustries, the high cost of pilot-scale equipment and operating

anpower has led to more reliance on computer-based simu-
ations rather than traditional pilot-scale experiments. During

typical day, the plant engineer works from a control room,
r at least behind a computer screen. An engineer rarely is in
he field adjusting valve positions, flow rates, and temperatures,
ecause that is normally done using the computer interfaces of
istributed control systems.

The fourth-year unit operations laboratory at Texas Tech Uni-
ersity is emulating industrial practice, by providing computer-
enerated simulations based upon mathematical models for lab-
ratory equipment (Wiesner & Lan, 2004). The unit operations

aboratory can familiarize students with safety concerns and
perational issues regarding each piece of equipment. Major
ieces of equipment include a double-pipe heat exchanger, an
mmonia gas-absorber packed column, and a cooling tower. The
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irtual Unit Operations Laboratory (VUOL) complements the
xisting laboratory in order to give students a realistic experience
ith industrial operations. LabVIEW computer interfaces of the
UOL permit students to control the equipment in addition to
hysically turning valves and checking temperatures.

In the Texas Tech course each student operates two physical
nd two virtual experiments. Based on preliminary assessment
ata, students reported that this type of laboratory class con-
ributed either a great deal or considerably in all areas of ABET
riteria a–k. Virtual and physical experiments complement each
ther and enhance student learning. In addition, there appears
o be no significant difference in the student perception to their
earning in using virtual versus actual unit operations experi-

ents, in 18 out of 20 ABET-related skill areas. While students
elieve both types of experiments are valuable, a total virtual unit
perations laboratory would apparently not be well-received by
he students. With the physical portion of the lab, students get
feel for the equipment and how it operates. With the virtual

ortion, the students become familiar with the computer inter-
aces that are similar to industrial control rooms, and learn to
anipulate the equipment via those controls instead of manu-

lly turning valves and knobs. They can also explore operating
cenarios which are not easily or economically investigated with
hysical equipment.

.3. Remote laboratory experiments

Another approach for laboratory experiments is to use a
omputer connected to the Internet to allow students to oper-
te equipment in a remotely located physical laboratory. This
ermits students to operate real laboratories at any time, from
nywhere, using standard digital communication software such
s web browsers. One advantage of such remotely accessible
aboratories is that a teacher and students at another institution
an have access to laboratory facilities without incurring the full
ost of developing such resources. This advantage is significant
hen one recognizes that building a chemical engineering labo-

atory costs approximately $1000 per square foot, in addition to
osts for maintaining and replacing equipment and hiring techni-
ian support. With highly automated experiments, a significant
eduction in teaching assistant time requirements is possible.

Web-accessible laboratory experiments, controlled and mon-
tored interactively by computers that are connected to the Inter-
et, have been available for more than 5 years. This capability
s available in chemical engineering laboratories at Univer-
ity of Tennessee-Chattanooga (Henry, 2001) as well as other
chools, such as University of Texas (Rueda & Edgar, 2003),
IT (Selman et al., 2005), and EPFL (Gillet, 2006). With appro-

riate planning, faculty and students from another university
an run some of the web-connected experiments at any time
f the day or night, any day of the week. The laboratory sta-
ion’s computer operates the equipment (pumps, valves, heaters,
elays, etc.), collects the data (pressure, temperature, concentra-

ion, etc.) and sends it to the web user. The UT-Chattanooga
ite is very extensive; see http://www.chem.engr.utc.edu/. From
he web page students can link to tutorials, pictures, live video
nd past data files. Graphs tracking the dynamic process vari-

http://www.chem.engr.utc.edu/
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bles are separately available on the Web. These web pages can
e viewed simultaneously by other students or instructors in
eal-time. The web page and all the raw data are archived for
ubsequent viewing and analysis.

Using such highly automated experiments for remote opera-
ions can allow a drastic reduction in the amount of personnel
ime required for those particular experiments. In addition, by
haring the operation of the experiments among several universi-
ies, there can be a pro rata reduction in maintenance costs. There
s also the opportunity to use this technology to add experimental
emonstrations or assignments to a lecture. Furthermore, dur-
ng a lecture it may be desirable to have students individually
r in small groups carry out an experiment in class, much like a
raditional paper-and-pencil in-class assignment; in contrast, a
raditional experiment would require continuous supervision by
eaching assistants.

.4. Problem-based learning and the case study approach

Problem-based learning (PBL) is an approach that is not typ-
cally used in chemical engineering departments but one that
ecomes more important in an integrated curriculum (Boud,
997; Woods, 1994), such as envisioned in the Frontiers effort
iscussed in Section 1.2. As the students in a PBL curriculum
ork with a problem, they should be able to identify what they
eed to learn and what resources they are going to use to accom-
lish that learning. In this way students can customize their
earning (as they all have differing levels of knowledge and expe-
ience). Allowing students to have the opportunity to assume
his responsibility, under faculty guidance, prepares them to
ecome effective and efficient lifelong learners. This means that
he teachers working with the students should not provide the
tudents explicit information needed nor give them reading or
tudy assignments. The students must decide what they need to
earn and to seek out appropriate learning resources, using the
aculty as consultants as well as books, journals, online resources
nd other experts. Hence PBL is not teacher-centered, and the
eacher does not direct how the students attack the problem or
hat resources they should use. Instead the teacher designs and
rovides the problem simulations and other experiences that
hallenge the students to learn what is expected in the course.
he teacher acts as a facilitator, giving students assistance in
heir work with the problem as they develop problem-solving
kills, identify what they need to learn, and develop self-directed
earning skills. Topics included in a traditional course still are
ntended to be covered in a problem-based learning environ-

(
b
i
i

able 5
ossible case studies for the process dynamics and control course (MIT, 2006; Parke

hemical processes and materials processing
Fed-batch polymerization reactors; desalination of seawater; crystallization in drug
or coal; batch processing in a semiconductor process (e.g., lithography); photovolt

iotechnological systems
Continuous and/or fed-batch fermentors; yeast energy metabolism; cell stress resp

iomedical systems
aroreceptor vagal reflex (blood pressure control system); insulin-dependent diabetic
network; anesthesia control; drug delivery for HIV treatment; drug-delivery for can
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ent, but probably in a different order and in a “just-in-time”
ashion. While PBL is not teacher-centered, it is very intensive
or the instructor who teaches this way, compared to the tradi-
ional approach.

As in the real world, PBL deals with ill-structured problems,
timulating learners to generate multiple hypotheses about their
ause and possible solution. These ill-structured problems must
e selected and designed to allow students to freely inquire
hrough observation, interview, review of records or performing
imulations in order to obtain information needed to support or
erify their hypotheses. Student collaboration occurs naturally
uring the group’s discussions with the professor. However, the
tudents must be encouraged to collaborate by forming teams
uring their self-directed study, which can be the most reward-
ng and productive part of their learning.

Problem-based learning should not be confined narrowly to
single discipline or subject. Information should be integrated

rom all the disciplines that are core to the degree program and
elevant to the problems presented. Process control is one of
he few courses in the chemical engineering curriculum which
eadily permits such integration of multiple subjects. Control
ould also be taught with part of the course devoted to PBL, and
t is believed that many control faculty employ some elements
f PBL when they teach the class. The justification of such a
edagogical approach is that students need to see the thought
rocess used in formulating and solving a problem, which does
ot happen with a “canned” presentation.

Marlin and Woods (2002) give an example of a troubleshoot-
ng exercise that is utilized in the PBL approach. A fired
eater has been functioning under control for many weeks,
ut recently the feed rate has been increased. Suddenly the
xit temperature begins to decrease and the fuel to the heater
lso increases, both rates accelerating rapidly. The student is
xpected to use process fundamentals and qualitative analysis
o diagnose the problem and propose corrective action, both
rom an operations point of view but also by considering a
esign change. For other process examples, see http://www.pc-
ducation.mcmaster.ca/operability/operability-home.htm.

Another approach to address the challenge of depth of treat-
ent versus limited classroom time is the case study method

Bequette, Schott, Prasad, Natarajan, & Rao, 1998; Mustoe
Croft, 1999). The process control modules by Doyle et al.
2000) and Bequette (2003) are two resources for simulation-
ased case studies in process control. The Frontiers effort has
dentified a number of potential case studies relevant to emerg-
ng technologies that could be a course-long emphasis; see

r et al., 2004)

manufacture; continuous pulp digester; paper machine; hydrogen from biomass
aic film processing; fuel cell

onse (e.g., heat shock); eukaryotic cell cycle; bacterial chemotaxis

patient (glucose–insulin metabolism/control); circadian rhythm gene regulatory
cer treatment

http://www.pc-education.mcmaster.ca/operability/operability-home.htm
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able 5. For a biosystems analysis, a case study framework for an
nsulin-dependent diabetic patient with appropriate references
as been mapped onto the course outline (Parker et al., 2004).
o aid in teaching the course, a well-documented case study
ould be useful for faculty who are not dynamics and control
xperts.

.5. Innovative lecture-based approaches for teaching
rocess control

Experienced engineering faculty recognize that 21st century
niversity students are different from the graduates prior to
990. The new digital generation is not intimidated by com-
uters, demands interaction, views learning as a plug and play
xperience, would not read a manual but learns through exper-
mentation, and may not learn best through the linear seriatim
rocess. In fact, their brains may be wired differently, at least
n a neural sense. As personal computers, fiber optics, and dig-
tal networks have expanded into homes and businesses, these
tudents expect the ubiquitous availability of information tech-
ology in their classes (but their choice of devices may differ
rom those of the faculty).

Technology-enhanced learning environments in a course like
rocess control can interact effectively with students across
oth time and distance, and expand the information horizons
f students. Technology can facilitate interaction with students
hrough simulations of logical and physical systems as well as in
he observations of actual data, which can be generated in real-
ime. Use of technology in teaching is classified as an active
earning approach (Prince, 2004).

Information technology enables a new form of teaching and
earning in which pure lecturing to passive students can be
eplaced by an integrated lecture/laboratory situation. In this
ode the instructional material is presented on the computer
ith the conceptual elements explained and supplemented by

he instructor’s lecture. At the end of the presentation, a sim-
lated laboratory exercise is executed on computers under the
upervision of the instructor to give experience in application of
he concepts or processes. This approach using computer simu-
ations is embodied in the studio teaching method developed at
ensselaer Polytechnic Institute, which has been used by one of

he authors to teach the process control course (Bequette, 2005).
If the classroom has individual computers (typically in a wire-

ess environment), students can access data and can perform their
wn calculations (or in small groups). During this time, the lec-
urer can move among the students, looking over their shoulders
nd serving as an advisor and facilitator. Teaching and learning
n this case can become more of a one-on-one or small group
xercise and less of a standard lecture exercise. This integrated
ecture/laboratory mode of instruction has been used success-
ully in industrial training, particularly in the software industry.
earning and cognitive studies have shown definitively that tech-
ology used to personalize learning via immediate feedback and

isual content has significant impact on the retention of knowl-
dge by the students compared to the traditional lecture format.

In the studio approach, mini-lectures can be presented when it
s clear that there are common problems and misunderstandings.

t
f
t
o
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lso, immediate “corrective feedback” to minimize the frustra-
ion with learning new software (and differentiating between
ncorrect use of the software versus an incorrect problem solu-
ion formulation) is absolutely critical. It should be recognized
hat a studio-based course takes more contact hours than a stan-
ard lecture course. For example, at RPI control is a four-credit
ourse taught 3 days/week, 2 h/day for the spring semester of
he junior year. Before using a studio classroom, the RPI course
ad a traditional 3 h/week lecture, with a computer lab session
ne night/week. It was absolutely critical to have the instructor,
r a good TA, at the computer lab sessions to minimize frustra-
ion with the software. Also, the separate lab approach resulted
n some decoupling of material, while the studio allowed sim-
lation studies to immediately follow the lecture material. The
oals of the studio exercise should be clearly laid out to the stu-
ents. It is important to have capable TAs who can move around
he room and assist students. TAs who provide inconsistent or
rong advice to the students are a major problem in this course.

. Conclusions and recommendations

.1. “Predictions are often difficult, especially about the
uture”

This quote has been attributed to both Niels Bohr and Yogi
erra. Edgar (1990) forecasted the process control industrial
nvironment and appropriate course content for the year 2000:
The industrial environment where process control is carried
ut will probably be quite different from what it is today. In fact,
ome forward-thinking companies believe that the operator in
he factory of the future will be a B.S. engineer. Because of
reater integration of the plant equipment, tighter quality spec-
fication, and more emphasis on maximum profitability while

aintaining safe operating conditions, the importance of pro-
ess control will be increased. Very sophisticated computer-
ased tools will be at the disposal of plant personnel, who
ill at least need to understand the functional logic of such
evices. Controllers will be self-tuning, operating conditions
ill be optimized frequently, total plant control will be imple-
ented using a hierarchical (distributed) multivariable strategy,

nd expert systems will help the plant engineer make intelligent
ecisions (those he or she can be trusted to make). Plant data
ill be analyzed continuously, reconciled using material and

nergy balances with optimization, and unmeasured variables
ill be reconstructed using parameter estimation techniques.
igital instrumentation will be more reliable and composition
easurements which were heretofore not available will be mea-

ured on-line. There are many industrial plants that have already
ncorporated several of these ideas, but no plant has reached the
ighest level of sophistication over the total spectrum of control
ctivities”. It is fair to say that this description is a reasonably
ccurate assessment for many operating plants in 2006.

Edgar (1990) also proposed a 15-week “leading edge” lec-

ure course forecasted for the year 2000, which included the
ollowing topics: (1) dynamic simulation, (2) response charac-
eristics, (3) development of discrete-time models, (4) analysis
f discrete-time systems, (5) conventional and predictive con-
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Table 6
Advanced topics for undergraduate process control

Alarms and safety
Model predictive control
Simulation
Distributed control software and hardware
Unit operations control applications
Batch sequence control, PLCs
Process control languages
Statistical process control and monitoring
Process control data base management
Real-time computing
Expert systems, artificial intelligence
Digital control algorithms
State-space analysis
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roller structures, (6) optimization methods for controller design,
7) tuning of controllers/robustness, (8) feedforward, adaptive,
nd multivariable control, (9) digital hardware implementation,
nd (10) expert systems. The selection of topics can be justifiably
riticized because it presupposes a reasonable level of training
n a field such as optimization. However, the student does not
eed a deep understanding of the numerical details involved in
rder to have confidence in the answers. Even today linear and
onlinear programming tools have matured to the point that they
re used routinely by students (e.g., Excel Solver).

During the next 10 years will the PID controller be replaced
y a more general approach based on nonlinear programming?
he PID controller provides reasonably good control with a
inimum of modeling effort. Industrial practitioners believe the

ffort required to set up a nonlinear program for single-loop con-
rol is large and in most cases not justifiable. This is why a small
ercentage of single-loop model predictive control schemes have
een implemented. An alternative viewpoint has been asserted
y Pannochio, Laachi, and Rawlings (2005), which presents a
omputationally fast solution to implement single-loop MPC
ontrollers.

For the vast majority of control loops today there appears
o be no issue of digital versus analog control, so covering
iscrete-time models and controllers is probably not necessary.
he lowest level of control (constituting >80% of the loops)
ill continue to be a simple PI flow controller. The sampling

ate is high at this level, so there is not a vast difference between
igital and analog control. The main advantage of digital imple-
entation at this level is the ease of maintenance. If a particular

ontrol strategy is ineffective, digital technology allows a quick
etrofit. Therefore coverage of discrete-time control mathemat-
cs is probably not necessary for undergraduates.

The dilemma process control educators face is the breadth of
aterial that could be covered in a 12–15 weeks course. Table 6

llustrates the variety of advanced topics, several of which could
e justifiably covered in an undergraduate course. So the process

ontrol instructor must perform a balancing act to cover the key
deas as well as optional topics in a single course.

In order to make room for new material in the undergradu-
te process control course, including biosystems, the following

n
u
c
s
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teps can be taken:

1) de-emphasize frequency response but keep Laplace trans-
forms;

2) reduce coverage of multiple approaches for PID controller
tuning;

3) increase use of simulation in sophomore and junior chem-
ical engineering courses, so students are well-prepared for
dynamic simulation when they take the control course. Use
more dynamic simulation in the capstone design and oper-
ations course;

4) introduce a number of short laboratory experiences that
allow students to collect actual dynamic data, analyze the
data, and use a controller to influence the behavior (as part
of the process control course);

5) use case studies to show how process control can be
employed to solve real engineering problems. This will help
in introducing non-traditional areas such as biotechnology
and nanotechnology into the control course;

6) teach process control in the senior year, given that it is
valuable integration course with many connections to other
chemical engineering courses.

Separate process control courses are beginning to disappear
n some departments, and this trend will increase in the future.
he academic process control and industrial communities need

o promote the viability and visibility of process control as
n important course for chemical engineers. Without a solid
nderstanding of the concepts of dynamic systems and feedback
ontrol, chemical engineers cannot make a unique contribution
o emerging as well as traditional technologies. One can argue
hat it is a systems approach that truly separates engineers from
hemists and biologists. If we remove or dilute this perspective
n the education of chemical engineering undergraduates, then
hey will not have this unique perspective to offer and will not
e valued as highly.

Most educators and industry practitioners agree that a sys-
ems viewpoint is valuable for chemical engineering graduates.
owever, as more chemical engineering research moves toward

cience and away from engineering, there is an important com-
onent that is lost. The strength of engineering is that ideas are
rought to industrial reality—products are made for society on
large scale in an economic way. This involves not only cre-

tivity and innovation on the front end, but also includes the
ay-to-day operation, control, and management of facilities for
ears to come. If chemical engineering graduates are not trained
o function in either environment, then we have missed the mark.

chemical engineering graduate has traditionally been a valu-
ble employee in a wide variety of roles not only because of
heir ability to understand mass transfer on a molecular level,
ut also because of their ability to understand and make sense
f complex mechanisms that manipulate chemical processes.

Dynamics, feedback, and stability are intellectual underpin-

ings arising out of the current control course required for
nderstanding many new and complex systems of interest to
hemical engineers. Control, like design, can be taught in a way
o that students must integrate knowledge from other core chem-
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cal engineering courses in process modeling and analysis of
rocess behavior. There are not many courses in the curricu-
um that fulfill these needs. Constructive change is critical to the
ealth of our profession, so it is vital that faculty from the com-
uting and systems community join this discussion to renovate
he curriculum and specifically the process control and related
ourses.
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